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GE Medical Systems will launch its latest salvo in the battle for PACS market dominance when it
introduces a combined PACS/RIS product at the RSNA meeting in November. The as-yet-unnamed
product will combine the GE’s PathSpeed PACS and ProgRIS
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GE Medical Systems will launch its latest salvo in the battle for PACS market dominance when it
introduces a combined PACS/RIS product at the RSNA meeting in November. The as-yet-unnamed
product will combine the GE’s PathSpeed PACS and ProgRIS information system into one device that
will include advanced features from both.
“The biggest challenge faced by customers implementing PACS is that they have two different
systems, one for images and the other for patient information,” said Vishal Wanchoo, vice president
of radiology services at GE Information Technologies. “That inhibits productivity.”
Ideally, practitioners should be able to address a single computer to gather information of both
types. For this to happen, the databases for each must be compatible. In most cases today, they are
not, Wanchoo said.
“You’re always trying to get those two databases in sync with the department,” he said.
“Radiologists have to log into different systems for reading and reporting; so do technologists. Even
though PACS improves productivity tremendously, you’ve still got these things that slow people
down.”
The new GE product addresses those issues and more. Radiologists will be able to log into a
completely integrated desktop, gaining access to all information relevant to patient exams, history,
and future orders, as well as the images themselves. The PACS/RIS system is also Web-enabled, so
those features can be accessed remotely or on-site.
“Radiologists at home or in a remote office could access the queue of reports that need to be signed
off,” Wanchoo said. “If they need to see clinically relevant images during that sign-off process, they
can access those as well. It’s a whole new level of productivity.”
The company has created an upgrade path for existing PathSpeed and ProgRIS customers. The
target market for the new product includes customers with an existing RIS in need of replacement.
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